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The primary objective of this paper is to develop the product data models, in which systematic information is defined for
accumulating, exchanging, and sharing in themaintenance of concrete highway bridges.The information requirement and existing
issues and solutions were analyzed based on the life cycle and the standardization for sharing. The member data models and
business data models that defined design and construction information and accumulated results information were developed. The
maintenance business process in which project participants utilize the product data model was described as utilization scenario.
The utilization frameworks which define information flow were developed.

1. Introduction

Concrete highway bridges undertake important roles in civil
infrastructures and should be used in safety and kept in good
condition. For maintaining, repairing, and rehabilitating the
concrete highway bridges, maintenance management should
be carried out effectively [1, 2]. In maintenance process of
concrete highway bridges, it is important that the mainte-
nance process is effective and the quality of inspection is
secured.The cost-effective and qualitymaintenance is depen-
dent on reliable inspection and condition assessment infor-
mation [3]. The reliable maintenance information influences
bridge management system (BMS) [4, 5]. BMS does not use
the standardized information and cannot exchange, share,
and reutilize the information. The maintenance information
should be standardized and is needed for cost-effective busi-
ness process model. Modeling standardizes the information.
The process model for utilizing the standardized information
should be constructed.

The primary objective of this paper is to develop product
data models as a framework for exchanging, sharing, and
utilizing the maintenance information in concrete highway
bridges maintenance. This paper targets concrete highway
bridge and does not target railroad and pedestrian bridge.
Product data models for maintenance are developed for

standardizing the variousmaintenance data. Business process
model for maintenance is constructed for maintaining the
concrete highway bridges. For developing the product data
models and process model, the existing maintenance pro-
cesses and information [6–9] are analyzed. The analyzed
results are used formodeling the as-built process and product
data. The required functions are analyzed and described for
product and process models by use-case diagram in Unified
Modeling Language (UML). The product data models con-
sisted of member and business data models and described
the maintenance information by using the class diagram.The
member datamodels describe themembers of concrete high-
way bridges.The business data models describe the input and
output information of inspection and condition assessment.
Themaintenance information is standardized and defined by
information schema in Extensible Markup Language (XML).
The product data models are utilized in utilization platform
for efficiency of maintenance business and utilization of
information.The product datamodels are useful for exchang-
ing, storing, and utilizing the standardized maintenance
information. Business process is modeled by analyzingmain-
tenance flow. The modeled process is based on the idea of
project management and preventive maintenance. The prod-
uct data models are utilized in business process. The process
model is evaluated for validating the efficiency and quality
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Figure 1: The concept of model oriented management system.

accuracy. The maintenance engineers can maintain the con-
crete highway bridges by following the proposed product and
utilization models.

2. State of the Art for Product Data Model

Product data models of social infrastructure facilities are
made by various organizations and research institutions [10–
16]. In International Organization for Standardization (ISO),
STEP (Standard for the Exchange of Product model data)
was standardized for representing productmodel data. STEP-
based bridge product data model have been constructed [17–
21]. They represented three-dimensional data of bridges and
other civil infrastructures using STEP AP203 and XML. IFC
bridge was developed by integrating J-IFC-BRIDGE, which
is a combination of prestressed concrete bridge product data
model, YLPC-BRIDGE, and steel girder bridge product data
model, YLSG-BRIDGE, and IFC-BRIDGE, which has been
developed in France [22] (Yabuki et al., 2006). CityGML is
the official OpenGeospatial Consortium (OGC) standard for
the modeling and exchange of virtual 3D city and landscape
models. CityGMLbridgemodule represents the thematic and
spatial aspects of bridges, its aggregation in parts and con-
struction elements in four levels of detail [23].

The application areas of three-dimensional and four-
dimensional models can be grouped according to the three
major phases in which such models have been used the shap-
ing phase, the design phase, and the construction phase [24].
Practitioners can use three-dimensional models of designs
with complex geometry during meetings and other discus-
sions to convey information about issues that would be dif-
ficult to make clear using conventional two-dimensional
drawings. Engineers would be able use three-dimensional
models not only for virtually reviewing the design of a facility,
but also for analyzing building operations and performance.
Technology for utilizing four-dimensional information has
the potential to facilitate the visual presentation of ideas to

project participants in order to promote understanding and
improve operations [25]. Staub-French and Khanzode note
that research efforts have substantially increased and demon-
strate that approaches using four-dimensional information
are now being applied to address the complex challenges of
construction [26]. Koo and Fischer developed a four-dimen-
sional Computer Aided Design (CAD) model for a com-
mercial construction project and concluded that the model
sped their understanding of the schedule and identification
of potential problems [27]. Park et al. show that three-
dimensional and four-dimensional CADs can be applied to
life-cycle facility management [28]. Researchers have posi-
tively evaluated the effectiveness of three-dimensional and
four-dimensional models within different educational and
industrial contexts. In addition, practitioners have acknowl-
edged the potential of these new technologies.

3. Requirement of Product Data
Models in Maintenance

3.1. Maintenance Management System. In maintenance of
concrete highway bridges, the management system with high
accuracy is necessary, so analyzed information in life cycle
should be accumulated. This system is used in each phase of
design, construction, inspection, soundness evaluation, dete-
rioration forecast, and maintenance plan. The database of
system has the role to support the each stage of life cycle. For
operating themanagement system, standardized information
should be accumulated and shared based on product data
models on considering a long-term service stage of concrete
highway bridges.The concept ofmodel orientedmanagement
system is shown in Figure 1. It is difficult to define the infor-
mation unitary used in various existing systems and data-
bases because of feasibility and operation. Standardized infor-
mation can be exchanged and shared by exchanging the
maintenance information through the product data models
in maintenance management system and databases.
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3.2. Standardization of System Information. Product data
models can be classified into two types: geometry datamodels
and business data models. Geometry data models contain
information associated with the constituent parts of concrete
highway bridges. Business data models contain information
necessary for maintenance management work, as well as the
results of information analysis produced as the result of such
work. Interoperability and compatibility are important for the
exchange and sharing of information. It is, therefore, useful to
define the rules of information exchange and sharing using
existing standards and specifications. We propose the use of
the following types of standards for defining road data model
information.

(a) Business process standard: a business process stan-
dard is a rule related to business processes and the
management and construction of information to be
shared between companies and agencies. This in-
cludes standards related to business process, quality
management, and project management.

(b) Information infrastructure standard: an information
infrastructure standard is a standard related to the
infrastructure of systems for exchanging and sharing
information. This includes standards for middleware
and platforms, operating systems, security, databases,
communication networks, and information exchange
media.

(c) Information sharing standard: an information shar-
ing standard is a standard related to information
which is exchanged and shared between companies
and agencies. This includes requirements for infor-
mation sharing systems and middleware, document
structure, application system data, text data, and
drawings.

3.3. Required Elements in Life Cycle of Highway Bridges.
Requirements in product data models are analyzed for each
phase in life cycle of concrete highway bridges, that is, design,
construction, inspection, soundness evaluation, deteriora-
tion forecast, and maintenance plan.

In design stage, the initial conditions and state of concrete
highway bridges are decided and have a large influence
on maintenance stage. Therefore, concrete highway bridges
should be designed for reducing the life-cycle costs. The
design criterion is reviewed as needed. In construction stage,
it is necessary to record and save the conditions of bridges
with accuracy. The construction data shows the initial real-
ities and is the important element becoming basis of sound-
ness evaluation and deterioration forecast. The purpose of
inspection is to understand the condition of concrete high-
way bridges. They are inspected for linking the inspection
results from soundness evaluation and deterioration forecast
to repair and reinforcement. In other words, it is neces-
sary that the information is collected for decision mak-
ing of deterioration forecast, deterioration measures, and
measures time. It is hoped that the inspection results are
recorded quantitatively and objectively with analysis and
image information, and the consistent and effective data is

recorded for soundness evaluation and deterioration forecast.
In particular, the damages found as the results of inspection
are continuously observed and should be accumulated and
updated as consistent historical data from inspection to repair
in a database. And, it is effective that maintenance project
participants share these data.

For understanding the condition of concrete highway
bridges, it is necessary that the methods of soundness eval-
uation are changed to the consistent methods based on
objective inspection data accumulated in a database. As a
result, the effectiveness of revision of design standards and
change of maintenancemethods can be pursued and verified.

Deterioration is distinguished by the one which it is
necessary to forecast the state of future and the one which
it is necessary to find the superficial stripping, falling of
masonry, and so on in daily inspection. It is necessary to
forecast deterioration theoretically based on knowledge and
experience, to analogize and analyze deterioration based on
hard data, and to forecast by combining these methods.
Deterioration is forecasted theoretically by establishing fore-
cast method based on research cases and analyzing collected
existing inspection results and historical data of repair and
reinforcement. It is necessary to share the accumulated data
and the results of deterioration forecast among engineers of
maintenance of concrete highway bridges.

The appropriate time and scale of repair and renewal
should be judged, and the best repair and reinforcement
should be selected based on the evaluated present state of con-
crete highway bridges properly and forecasted future state
adequately for establishing the appropriatemaintenance plan.
However, the lack of data which shows that the effect of
improvement by repair is one of causes of maintenance such
as symptomatic therapy because maintenance data is not
accumulated and shared.

4. Development of Product Data Models

4.1. Development Method of Product Data Models. It is dif-
ficult to standardize the existing data models to a unified
format, and it is important to standardize required functions,
classification, and items of product datamodel.The proposed
method is shown in Figure 2 for standardizing the functions
required to be fulfilled by the road data models, in addition
to the types and items of information to be maintained. This
method was developed after a survey and analysis of existing
methods for constructing datamodels, under the assumption
that the models will be applied to all social infrastructure
facilities. The method of developing product data models is
as follows.

(1) State objectives and assumptions: set the objective for
constructing the data model. Establish the scope of
work to be analyzed and any points to be emphasized,
such as the reduction of work or the utilization of
information in downstream processes. Clearly iden-
tify the target users, such as managers or contractors.
Identify problem points with respect to the objectives
and devise measures to solve these problem points.
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Figure 2: Method of constructing product data models.

(2) Determine the analysis method: determine an analy-
sis method of modeling in order to arrange the meth-
ods that use the relevant work processes and informa-
tion. Support tools for analyzing or reconstructing the
present status of work include the Integrated Defini-
tion method (IDEF), EXPRESS-G (ISO10303: Indus-
trial automation systems and integration—product
data representation and exchange), andUnifiedMod-
eling Language (UML).

(3) Extract the required function: extract the required
functions based on the perspective of those engaged
in this type of work.

(4) Analyze the present work: identify the scope of the
activities, the responsibilities of the organizations or
managers of the system, and the arrangement of the
work items. Arrange the workflow to encompass the
work items and visualize the flow using the deter-
mined analysis method.

(5) Construct the data models: extract information of
high importance based on the analysis of work pro-
cesses. Arrange the information based on the deter-
mined analysis model and construct the data models.
Verify the attributes of the created data models and
the relationships between data models.

(6) Create schemas: set the objectives of creating schemas
and determine the encoding method. Create schemas
in accordance with the determined encodingmethod.

Verify whether the created schemas can be used in
accordance with the objectives or not. Use XML or
EXPRESS (ISO10303) to create the schemas.

(7) Update the data models: modify the data models as
necessary to improve or amend them in response to
changes or additional information.

4.2. Design Concepts of Product Data Model. Huge data and
information are generated in maintenance stage of concrete
highway bridges. If the information is defined as a unitmodel,
there are problems that system that extracts unintended
information and maintenance information cannot be used
in maintenance operation. So, the maintenance information
is classified into member and business information. The
product data model of concrete highway bridges is composed
of the member data model and the business data model.
Member datamodel describes themembers of concrete high-
way bridges. Business data model describes the input and
output data of inspection, condition, assessment, and so on.
The relation between models is shown in Figure 3.

Member data model is composed of design and con-
struction information that is needed and accumulated for
using in maintenance process. To such the composition,
it is necessary to grasp structural types of members and
information on members in maintenance plan, deterioration
diagnosis, repair, and reinforcement stage. The member data
model intends superstructure, substructure, and ancillary
facilities composing girder bridge. The information of CAD,
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design analysis, and quantity calculation results is added as
meta data in the product data model. The meta data has the
schema and whereabouts information.

Business data model is composed of input information
used in operations and output information generated as
the results of operations. In input information, the required
functions are analyzed from the viewpoint of the use of infor-
mation, cost reduction, and operations reduction. In output
information, the required functions are analyzed from the
viewpoint of soundness of members and grasp of deteriora-
tion condition.

Maintenance project participants use the defined infor-
mation and accumulated information in member data model
as input information.The output information is generated by
defined format based on the businesses results.The generated
information is accumulated in the member data model after
inspection, diagnostication, and so on. Therefore, the past
results can be utilized for the businesses in the future.

4.3. Analysis of As-Built Maintenance Process. The existing
maintenance processes and information are analyzed for
constructing the product datamodel.The analyzed results are
used for modeling the as-is process and product data models.
The as-is business process model was described by using

activity diagram in UML. In this paper, it was analyzedmain-
tenance process of the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, and
Transportation, Japan Highway Public Corporation, Met-
ropolitan Expressway Public Corporation, and Hanshin Ex-
pressway Public Corporation. The as-is information flow
was described by sequence diagram of UML. The following
issues were analyzed, and the corresponding resolutions were
reviewed.

(1) Issue: operations are overlapped.
Resolution: the roles of project participants are rede-
fined.

(2) Issue: bridges are treated symptoms as damages ap-
pear.
Resolution: the preventive maintenance is adopted.

(3) Issue: deterioration information is not utilized.
Resolution: the inspection and condition assessment
data are accumulated and utilized.

4.4. Construction of Member Data Models. Maintenance
project participants are redefined in agency, project manager,
inspection companies, and repair/reinforcement companies.
Required functions of product data models are extracted for
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the purpose of reduction of maintenance costs, securement
of permanence, and long lifetime. And, they are extracted
for operating the maintenance and utilizing the results infor-
mation with agencies, bridge managers, inspection compa-
nies, repair companies, and reinforcement companies. The
required functions in bridge manager are shown in Figure 4.
They are “reduction of budget” and “long lifetime” for costs
reduction, “securement permanence” for using in safety,
and “deterioration forecast of the material,” “keeping the
product quality of members,” “keeping the product quality
of inspection,” and “usage of the technology of long lifetime”
for comprehending the members soundness. Similarly, the
required functions were extracted in inspection companies
and repair/reinforcement companies.

A data model in inspection plan is shown in Figure 5
by class diagram of UML. The information is extracted, that
flowed to maintenance stage after design and construction
stage, and accumulated for future maintenance businesses.
The information is accumulated for comprehending the dete-
rioration condition in planning of maintenance and inspec-
tion and for referring to the past assessment results in deterio-
ration assessment and judgment for soundness. The sound-
ness information has the damage lank and deterioration con-
dition and is defined and modeled in the member informa-
tion models. The design, construction, environmental con-
dition, painting, and bridge parameters are maintained as
subclasses.

4.5. Construction of Business Data Models. The business
data model is composed of input and output data in the
maintenance process.The required functions of input data are
analyzed from the viewpoints of utilization of information,
cost reduction, and operations reduction. In the viewpoint of
cost reduction, the functions are extracted for reducing the
maintenance costs. In the viewpoint of utilization of informa-
tion, the functions are extracted for utilizing the inspection
and assessment results about the soundness information.
In the viewpoint of operations reduction, the functions are
extracted for reducing the existing operations. The extracted
functions are used for defining and modeling the results, the
attributes of information, and the relation of information.
The input data of member data models is defined by the
accumulated business and member information. The input
data is extracted on the member data models in the case
of comprehending the condition of members and the future
prospects.

The required functions of output data are analyzed from
the viewpoints of comprehension of member soundness and
accumulation of deterioration condition in members. In
the viewpoint of comprehension of member soundness, the
functions are extracted for making a decision of business.
The information accumulates the results ofmaintenance plan,
inspection plan, deterioration assessment, and judgment of
soundness. In the viewpoint of accumulation of deterioration
condition in members, the functions are extracted for accu-
mulating the information of member condition. The output
data of business data models is accumulated in the member
data models and maintains the attributes of members. The
attributes have the date and hour of inspection and repair,

damage condition, and prediction of deterioration. The re-
sults of inspection, assessment, repair, and reinforcement are
accumulated in the member data models.

The member and business data models are encoded by
XML. Bridge engineers can acquire the input data of busi-
ness data models and can accumulate the results in the mem-
ber data models. The product data models are useful for
exchanging, accumulating, and utilizing the standardized
maintenance information in any bridge management system.

5. Utilization Platform of Product
Data Models

In this section, the business flow using product data models
is expressed as the utilization scenario. And, the utilization
system that expressed information flow for realizing the utili-
zation scenario is defined in chronological order.

5.1. Utilization Scenario of Product Data Models. The uti-
lization scenario of product data models is constructed for
realizing the following three points.

(1) Maintenance and inspection plans are instituted from
a long-term aspect by using the inspection and dete-
rioration assessment information.

(2) The accuracy of deterioration assessment and sound-
ness evaluation is secured in consideration of tempo-
ral changes.

(3) The overlapping operations are reduced by the utiliza-
tion of information.

This paper proposes the utilization scenario based on
project management and preventive maintenance. Figure 6
shows the utilization scenario of product data models. The
agency comprehends the national demands and decides
trustee of maintenance on considering the budget. The
projectmanager receives themaintenance.The agency checks
the quality of results in maintenance work. In the utilization
scenario, the features are described as follows.

(1) The project manager executes initial inspection for
planning the maintenance plan based on the sound-
ness of members.

(2) The project manager forecasts the deterioration be-
fore planning the maintenance plan and decides the
maintenance division by each member referring to
the results of initial inspection.

(3) The bridge manager assesses the deterioration after
daily inspection and regular inspection. In the dete-
rioration diagnosis, the deterioration mechanism is
decided by classifying the deterioration phenomenon
and presuming the deterioration factors. When the
members deteriorate significantly, detailed inspection
is executed for gathering the information to judge the
necessity of repair and reinforcement.

(4) The project manager evaluates the soundness of
members and forecasts the deterioration by using
initial inspection, detailed inspection, and soundness
evaluation results after detailed inspection.
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5.2. Utilization System of Product Data Models. The utiliza-
tion system is constructed, which expresses the information
flow in chronological order for realizing the utilization sce-
nario. The historical information based on the data models
is accumulated from inspection to repair and reinforcement
consistently. It is utilized in soundness evaluation, deterio-
ration diagnosis, and deterioration forecast. Therefore, the

maintenance, inspection, and repair/reinforcement plans are
formulated by using soundness of members comprehended
with accuracy. The utilization system of product data models
in initial inspection is shown in Figure 7.The system support-
ing the initial inspection has roles in deciding the inspection
methods and items and accumulating the inspection results.
Project manager decides the inspection methods and items
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by using the inspection manual, design information, and
construction information and selects inspector referring to
the inspection results. Inspector inspects the initial breakages
in accordance with inspection method and items and reports
and accumulates the results.

The utilization systems of product data models are con-
structed in a similar way of initial inspection, which are
inspection plan, maintenance plan, inspection, deterioration
diagnosis, detailed inspection, judgment of necessity on
repair and reinforcement, repair and reinforcement plan, and
repair and reinforcement.

5.3. Evaluation of Process Model. The constructed process
model is evaluated for validating the availability that the
process model solves the issues of as-built process.

(1) [As-built]: Bridge manager designs maintenance plan
based on symptomatic treatment that is treated symp-
toms as damages appear. The symptomatic treatment
invokes the breakage in the same members.

[As-built]. Inmaintenance plan, deterioration predic-
tion information is not used. Bridgemanager does not
understand historical change of members and treats
symptoms as damages appear.

[To-be]. Deterioration is predicted in maintenance
plan. Maintenance plan is formulated based on the

results of deterioration prediction from long-term
perspective.

(2) [As-built]. The engineers refer the structure elements
lists and bridge ledgers redundantly in maintenance
planning corresponding to inspection planning.
[To-be]. The engineers refer to the structure, design
information, and construction information in the
bridge elements lists and the bridge ledgers for main-
tenance planning and decide themaintenance classifi-
cation.The inspection time and inspection frequency
are decided. Therefore, the overlapped operations are
reduced.

(3) [As-built]. The engineers do not use the past results
of soundness evaluation and deterioration prediction
for comprehending the soundness of members. The
judgement of necessity of follow-up review depends
on the engineer skill.
[To-be]. The deterioration is diagnosed based on the
daily and regular inspections. The results of inspec-
tions and soundness evaluation, design information,
and construction information are utilized based on
the proposed information models.

(4) [As-built]. The engineers refer to the maps, bridge
ledgers, bridge elements, and inspection manuals in
follow-up review corresponding to detailed inspec-
tion.
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IISS stores the results of initial inspection

Figure 7: The utilization system of product data models in initial inspection.

[To-be].The bridge manager diagnoses the deteriora-
tion based on the results of daily and regular inspec-
tions. The follow-up review which collects the results
for comprehending the soundness is cut off by diag-
nosing the deterioration.

(5) [As-built].The engineers do not use the results of past
renewal judgements and deterioration diagnostics for
judging the renewal. The accuracy of renewal judge-
ment depends on the engineer skill.
[To-be]. The deterioration mechanism is decided on
considering deterioration progress in the judgement

of necessity of repair and reinforcement. The results
are useful for forecasting the deterioration. The time
of repair and reinforcement becomes appropriate.

6. Conclusions

In the present paper, the product datamodels are constructed
for improving the efficiency ofmaintenance.Theproduct data
models are useful for exchanging, accumulating, and utiliz-
ing the standardized maintenance information. The process
model is constructed based on the ideas of project manage-
ment and preventive maintenance. The ideas are used for
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systematizing the maintenance flow. The utilization method
of product data models is defined in temporal sequence.
The constructed process model was evaluated for validating
the availability. The maintenance engineers can maintain the
concrete highway bridges by following the proposed uti-
lization platform.

This research is a part of a large research project. The
authors have constructed STEP-based product data model,
geospatial data model, and product data model-based infor-
mation management system [29]. The system was devel-
oped for collecting, storing, controlling, sharing, and using
maintenance data by using database based on product data
model. This research project will be a framework that can be
applied to road maintenance management, disaster manage-
ment, constructionmanagement, and web collaboration with
project participants.
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